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The experimental and theoretical literature on water clusters is very extensive due to the relevance to biological systems and chemical processes1–7. Structural information, including the charge density distribution, is key to obtaining an accurate description of the properties of bulk water at the molecular level.
The relative weakness of hydrogen bonding compared with covalent bonds means they are readily formed or broken at ambient conditions8, resulting in the creation of complex conformational spaces of conformers stabilized via hydrogen-bonding networks9,10. Characterization of these complex conformational spaces is further complicated by the dynamics of the rearrangement of the hydrogen bonding11–18.
The low-energy hydrogen-bond rearrangements of water clusters have been systematically characterized by rotational and rotationally resolved FIR spectroscopy for cluster sizes that include the pentamer ((H2O)5)1,7. Xantheas and Dunning predicted using ab initio calculations that the puckered pentagonal ring is the global energy minimum geometry for (H2O)519. The presence of such (H2O)5 clusters in supersonic expansions was confirmed in infrared cavity ringdown laser absorption spectroscopy (IR-CRLAS) experiments20. 
Shields and coworkers suggested that cyclic pentamers would be amongst the most significant cyclic water clusters in the atmosphere21,22. Bao-Qing Ma and co-workers23 structurally characterized a water ‘tape’ consisting of cyclic water pentamers, which is a reoccurring theme in the solvation of hydrophobic solutes, the structures of clathrate hydrates, and in biological macromolecules. 











Scheme 1. The variation of the relative energy ∆E with the IRC-Step coordinate for the (H2O)5 permutation isomerization reaction pathway is shown in the left panel. The corresponding molecular graphs of the counter clockwise (CCW) reverse (r) energy minimum (left), transition state (middle) and the clockwise (CW) forward (f) energy minimum (right) are presented in the right panel. The undecorated green and red spheres represent the bond critical points (BCPs) and ring critical points (RCP) respectively. 
Earlier one of the current authors used the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM)30 to account for the unusual strength of hydrogen bonding found31 in terms of coupling between the hydrogen bonding and covalent bonding that was in agreement with X-ray diffraction experiment32. The QTAIM topology of the (H2O)5 molecular graph was examined and it was found to be the largest cluster to possess a 2-DQT topology, determined by the presence of twelve bond critical points, one ring critical point and no cage critical points33. Recently, we used the directional properties of next-generation QTAIM to map the (H2O)5 MP2 potential energy surface (PES) onto the stress tensor trajectory Uσ-space10 and later to find a dynamic interpretation34 of the coupling between hydrogen bonding and covalent bonding.
The profile of the variation of the relative energy ∆E of the (H2O)5 permutation isomerization intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) pathway with IRC step is asymmetrical, see Scheme 1. The two steepest-descent paths or IRC paths that connect the transition state to the two minima are not related by any symmetry operation. Nevertheless, the two minima are permutation-inversion isomers with identical statistical weights.
Hence, further investigation of the (H2O)5 permutation isomerization reaction pathway requires an approach beyond scalar measures that instead uses vector-based quantities. Therefore, in the present contribution we will use Next generation Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules35 to consider how the each of the H2O molecules transform in response to the single flip pathway. 


2. Theory and Methods

2.1 The QTAIM and stress tensor BCP descriptors; ellipticity ε and the stress tensor eigenvalue λ3σ
We use QTAIM30 and the stress tensor analysis that utilizes higher derivatives of the total charge density distribution  ρ(rb) at the bond critical point (BCP) where the subscript ‘b’ refers to the BCP, in effect acting as a ‘magnifying lens’ on the ρ(rb) derived properties of the wave-function. QTAIM allows us to identify critical points in the total electronic charge density distribution ρ(r) by analyzing the gradient vector field ∇ρ(r). These critical points can be divided into four types of topologically stable critical points where ∇ρ(r)=0, according to the set of ordered eigenvalues λ1 < λ2 < λ3, with corresponding eigenvectors e1, e2, e3 of the Hessian matrix evaluated at those points. A bond critical point (BCP) is one where λ1 < λ2 < 0, λ3 > 0, the e3 eigenvector pointing along a line along which the charge density is locally maximal with respecting to any neighbouring line, joining the BCP to neighboring nuclear critical points (NCPs) close to (or at) atomic nuclei. In the limit that the forces on the nuclei become vanishingly small, this atomic interaction line (AIL)36 becomes a bond-path, although not necessarily a chemical bond37. The complete set of critical points together with the bond-paths of a molecule or cluster is referred to as the molecular graph.
The ellipticity ε provides the relative accumulation of ρ(rb) in the two directions perpendicular to the bond-path at a BCP, defined as ε = |λ1|/|λ2| – 1 where λ1 and λ2 are negative eigenvalues of the corresponding e1 and e2 respectively. It has been shown38,39 that the degree of covalent character can be determined from the total local energy density H(rb), defined as:

H(rb) = G(rb) + V(rb) 													         	(1)

In equation (1), G(rb) and V(rb) are the local kinetic and potential energy densities at a BCP, respectively. A value of H(rb) < 0 for the closed-shell interaction, ∇2ρ(rb) > 0, indicates a BCP with a degree of covalent character, and conversely H(rb) > 0 reveals a lack of covalent character for the closed-shell BCP. In the terminology used throughout this work, ‘--‘ refers to closed-shell BCPs which by definition always possess values of the Laplacian ∇2ρ(rb) > 0, but can possess H(rb) < 0 or H(rb) > 0. An example includes the H5--O10 BCP, see Scheme 1. Conversely ‘-‘ always refers to shared-shell BCPs which by definition always possess values of the Laplacian ∇2ρ(rb) < 0 and H(rb) < 0.
The quantum stress tensor, σ(r), is directly related to the Ehrenfest force by the virial theorem and so provides a physical explanation of the low frequency normal modes that accompany structural rearrangements40–42. In this investigation we will use Bader’s definition43,44 of the stress tensor. A diagonalization of the stress tensor, σ(r), returns the principal electronic stresses. The stress tensor eigenvalue associated with the bond path, λ3σ, has been associated with transition-type behavior in molecular motors45. The stress tensor eigenvectors e1σ and e2σ correspond to the greatest and smallest directions of charge density accumulation ρ(rb), and the e3σ eigenvector is always directed along the bond path. The stress tensor eigenvector trajectories Tσ (s) are constructed from the set of shifts dr(s), associated with steps s, where the parameter s is a sequence number of a given BCP in 3-D Cartesian space as an ordered set of vectors drꞌ(s) in the eigenvector projection stress tensor Uσ-space. Earlier, for a series of competitive ring-opening reactions, some of the current authors found a BCP that moves further relative to the {e1σ, e2σ, e3σ} framework at the transition state of that BCP, i.e. with a longer l signifying the attainment of  a lower transition state energy barrier than a BCP trajectory Tσ(s) with a shorter l 46. The real-space lengths l(s) of the Tσ(s) are calculated as the sum: 

l = 	                                                          		                                          (2a)

The corresponding trajectory length Lσ in the stress tensor eigenvector projection space Uσ, is calculated as the sum:

	L= .            							                                      (2b)	
	
A greater trajectory length Lσ, defined by equation (2b), for a trajectory Tσ(s) implies greater variation of a given BCP, both in terms of direction in the stress tensor eigenvector projection space Uσ and the magnitude of the BCP shift, drꞌ(s). If the magnitude of the BCP shift, drꞌ(s) and the direction of drꞌ(s) are constant, then Lσ = 0. The procedure to generate the trajectory Tσ and Lσ with surrounding discussion is provided in the Supplementary Materials S1. 
2.2  The QTAIM bond-path properties; the bond-path framework set B 
The bond-path length (BPL) is defined as the length of the path traced out by the e3 eigenvector of the Hessian of the total charge density ρ(r), passing through the BCP, along which ρ(r) is locally maximal with respect to any neighboring paths. The bond-path curvature is a dimensionless ratio separating two bonded nuclei and is defined as:

(BPL – GBL)/GBL							         	            	                                       (3)

In Equation (3) the geometric bond length (GBL) refers to the inter-nuclear separation distance. The BPL can exceed the GBL for weak or strained bonds existing in unusual bonding environments47. For 3-D bond-paths, there are minor and major radii of bonding curvature, specified by the directions of e2 and e1 respectively31 . 
We refer to the next-generation QTAIM interpretation of the chemical bond as the bond-path framework set, denoted by B, where B = {p,q,r}, with the consequence that for a given electronic state a bond is comprised of three ‘linkages’; p, q and r associated with the e1, e2 and e3 eigenvectors, respectively. Here the p and q are 3-D paths constructed from the values of the least (e1) and most (e2) preferred (facile) mutually orthogonal directions of electronic charge density accumulation ρ(r) along the bond-path, referred to as (r). The ellipticity ε is used as a scaling factor in the construction of the p- and q-paths:

pi = ri + εie1,i,       qi = ri + εie2,i                                                                                         (4)

The lengths of the p- and q-paths are defined as the eigenvector-following paths H* or H:

H* = ⅀n-1i=1 |pi+1 - pi|,    H = ⅀n-1i=1 |qi+1 - qi|                                                                 (5)






Initial configurations for the flip transition states were generated using the TTM3-F potential, which was parameterized using calculations at the MP2 level of theory48. Minima of (H2O)5 on the TTM3-F surface were located using a modification of the basin–hopping algorithm49,50 where all, and only, previously unencountered minima are accepted into the Markov chain. Transition states on the TTM3-F surface were located by finding discrete paths between all pairs of minima using the Dijkstra-based missing connection algorithm described by Carr et al.51 These initial 651 TTM3-F transition state configurations were used as starting points for the MP2/6-311++G** transition state (TS) geometry optimizations using Gaussian 09E.0152. After inspection of the MP2 TS structures to ensure the presence of exactly one imaginary vibrational frequency, the corresponding reaction-pathways were mapped out using the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC) method, with additional supplementary geometry optimizations to the energy minima at each end of the IRC path. All IRC calculations were performed with mass-weighted coordinates and the reaction path step-size used in all cases was the default value of 0.1 amu-1/2 Bohr. We chose to use the IRC path instead of the steepest-descent direction minimum energy path (MEP) down the potential energy surface (PES): since the nuclei move during the flip dynamics and hence forces are a central consideration, the IRC path, following the direction of maximum instantaneous acceleration is used. We therefore consider the IRC path in preference to the steepest-descent MEP .
IRCs were screened to detect the failure of the reaction path following algorithm associated with very flat potential energy surfaces. 
Single-point wavefunctions, also at the MP2/63-11++G** level of theory, were then calculated for every generated step along all of the full IRC reaction-pathways. These calculations yielded the wave-functions needed for QTAIM analysis of the molecular graphs and critical point properties were performed using AIMAll53: all molecular graphs were additionally confirmed to be free of non-nuclear attractor critical points. The calculated paths comprising the bond-path framework set B were visualized using the Python 3 visualization toolkit Mayavi54. 


4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Following the (H2O)5 flip isomerization using QTAIM and stress tensor BCP and bond-path scalar properties

In this section we present results for the (H2O)5 flip rearrangement to show the transmission around the (H2O)5 ring of the torsion of the H5-O4-H6 molecule rotation for the reverse (r) and forward (f) pathways: the atomic numbering and the relative energies ∆E are shown in Scheme 1. The shared-shell O-H BCP (i.e. not including the non-ring O-H BCPs) and closed-shell hydrogen-bond H--O BCP (H2O)5 ring results are presented, in the form r, TS, ‘f’ in the left and right panels respectively of Figure 1 and Figure 2.
The asymmetry seen in the energy profile of the (H2O)5 flip pathway is also apparent for the variation of the total local energy density H(rb) with the IRC, see Figure 1  and Scheme 1. The values for each of the variations with the IRC of total local energy density H(rb), the stress tensor eigenvalue λ3σ and the ellipticity ε corresponding to the shared-shell O-H BCPs are continuous around the (H2O)5 ring despite the O-H shared-shell BCPs not being contiguous. This demonstrates that the (H2O)5 ring shared-shell O-H BCPs electronic charge densities are being transmitted around the (H2O)5 ring by the weaker and more facile hydrogen-bond H--O BCPs and bond-paths, i.e. there is a sharing of chemical character between the O-H BCPs and the H--O BCPs. For example, the weakening of the shared-shell O13-H15 BCP (green plot) either side of the TS corresponds to strengthening of the connected hydrogen bond H15--O4 BCP (red plot) where the O13 NCP and O4 NCP do not move significantly, see the left and right panels of Figure 1(a) respectively. 
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Figure 1. The variation of the total local energy density H(rb), the stress tensor eigenvalue λ3σ and the ellipticity ε, with the IRC-Step coordinate of the O-H bonding (left panel)and hydrogen bonding (right panel) with the reverse (r) and forward (f) directions for the (H2O)5 flip isomerization.

The values for the variation of the bond-path length (BPL) with the IRC for the shared-shell O-H BCPs, correspond closely to the values of λ3σ, compare the left panels of Figure 2(a) and Figure 1(b). The corresponding values for the closed-shell H--O BCPs however, instead closely match the variation of the ellipticity ε values, compare the right panels of Figure 2(b) and Figure 1(c). 
Additional selected plots of the variation of the bond-path angles are provided in the Supplementary Materials S4.
We present the variation of the selected dihedral angles, where, unlike for the QTAIM and the stress tensor BCP properties there is less effect on the transmission properties of the geometric angles. There is a significantly larger response to the externally applied torsion of the H6-O4-H5 molecule, as is seen for the H12-O10-H11 molecule in the forward (f) direction, see Figure 2(a). The values of the QTAIM geometric bond angle I (GBA I) of H6-O4-H5 molecule decreases whilst the corresponding angle in neighboring molecules  increases, see the left panel of Figure 2(b). The straightening/bending of the hydrogen bond angles (GBA I) is presented in the right panel of Figure 2(b).
The lengths of the q-paths are specified as the eigenvector-following lengths H and closely follow the form of the variation of the ellipticity ε with IRC in that there is a single dominant peak, for both the shared-shell O-H BCPs and closed-shell H--O BCPs, see the left and right panels of Figure 2(c) respectively. The {q,q’}, stress tensor {qσ,qσ’} and {p,p’}, {pσ,pσ’} path-packets are provided in the Supplementary Materials S5. The variation of the ellipticity ε and stress tensor ellipticity εσ profiles along the bond-path are provided in the Supplementary Materials S6.
The presence of any relative motion of the BCP along the bond-path is diagnosed by comparison of the variation of the separation distance of the O NCP and the H--O BCP with the variation of the bond-path lengths (BPL) with the IRC, see Figure 3(a). We have used a split in the vertical axes but care has been taken to keep the spacing the same: therefore any difference in the gradient of the two plots can be attributed to relative motion of the BCP along the bond-path, i.e. the BCP slides along the bond-path. This sliding is seen particularly for the H5--O10 BCP and the H15--O4 BCP, but occurs for all five of the hydrogen bond H--O BCPs, for an explanation of BCP sliding see the Supplementary Materials S1. 
The variation of the BPL with the IRC for the (H2O)5 ring shared-shell O-H BCPs closely resembles the corresponding variation for the H(rb), compare the left panel of Figure 3(b) with the left panel of Figure 1(a), however the variation of the BPL of the hydrogen bond H--O BCPs compares to the variation of the ellipticity ε, compare the right panel of Figure 3(b) with the right panel of Figure 1(c). The variation of the eigenvector following path length H is strongly peaked for both the shared-shell O4-H5 BCP and hydrogen bond H15--O4 BCP.
We now examine the differences in lengths of the reverse (‘r’) and forward (‘f’) minima relative to the transition state of the components of the bond-path framework set B = {(p,p’),(q,q’),(r)} specified by the lengths (∆H, ∆H’), (∆H,∆H*’), BPL and we also provide the inter-nuclear separation (GBL), see Table 1. We see that the inter-nuclear separation (GBL) and the conventional QTAIM BPL do not vary significantly nor show large variations between the ‘r’ and ‘f’ sections of the IRC. The converse is true for the hydrogen bond H15--O4 BCP eigenvector following lengths where for the ‘f’ sections of the IRC there are negative and positive increases in the (∆H, ∆H’), (∆H,∆H*’) values respectively, that indicate an increase in the topological stability relative to the ‘r’ direction as well as the transition state. Conversely, the negative values of (∆H, ∆H’), (∆H,∆H*’) for the ‘f’ direction H5--O10 BCP there is a decrease in the topological stability relative to the ‘r’ direction and transition state. These results for the H15--O4 BCP and H5--O10 BCP are consistent with the less/more positive H(rb) values relative to the transition states respectively.
The shared-shell O4-H5 BCP with the associated bond-path that is externally rotated, is more topologically stable, on the basis of the more negative (∆H, ∆H’), (∆H,∆H*’) values than the transition state for both the ‘r’ and ‘f’ directions. The ‘r’ direction is significantly more topologically stable than the ‘f’ direction, with 8.7 % more negative (∆H, ∆H’), (∆H,∆H*’) values. These measures of topological stability reflect the difference between the two steepest-descent (or IRC) pathways for this asymmetric degenerate rearrangement. The two sides of the path are not related by a symmetry operation, but the connected minima are permutation-inversion isomers with identical statistical weights.

Table 1. The differences in lengths of the {q,q’} path-packets, ∆H, ∆H’ and {p,p’} path-packets, ∆H*, ∆H* of the reverse (r) and forward (f) minima calculated relative to the transition state and the bond-path length (BPL) with the inter-nuclear separations (GBL) in a.u., see Figure 1(a), Scheme 1 and the theory section 2.2. The shared-shell O-H BCPs associated with the externally rotated H6-O4-H5 water molecule are displayed in a bold font.

BCP	     ∆H            ∆H’	    ∆H*                   ∆H*’
H5--O10	(-0.001, 0.062)   (-0.001, 0.068)	(0.002, 0.063)    (-0.004, 0.067)
H11--O7	(-0.007, -0.021)  (-0.007, -0.020)	(-0.008, -0.019)  (-0.006, -0.022)
H8--O1	(-0.014, -0.004)  (-0.013, -0.004)	(-0.013, -0.006)  (-0.013, -0.003)
H3--O13	(0.017, 0.015)    (0.014, 0.012)	(0.016, 0.015)    (0.015, 0.012)
H15--O4	(-0.320, -0.377)  (-0.304, -0.367)	(-0.318, -0.383)  (-0.309, -0.364)

BCP (H2O)5 ring 
O4-H5	(-0.055, -0.056)  (-0.055, -0.055)	(-0.055, -0.053)   (-0.055, -0.058)
O10-H11	(-0.003, 0.012)   (-0.003, 0.013)	(-0.003, 0.012)    (-0.003, 0.013)
O7-H8	(-0.002, -0.004)  (-0.002, -0.004)	(-0.002, -0.004)   (-0.001, -0.004)
O1-H3	(-0.003, -0.003)  (-0.003, -0.003)	(0.000, 0.000)    (-0.006, -0.005)
O13-H15		  (0.012, -0.001)   (0.012, -0.001)	   	      (0.012, -0.001)    (0.012, -0.001)

BCP non-ring
O4-H6	(-0.069, -0.063)  (-0.069, -0.063)	(-0.069, -0.063)   (-0.069, -0.063)
O10-H12	(-0.002, 0.016)   (-0.002, 0.016)	(-0.002, 0.016)    (-0.002, 0.016)
O7-H9	(-0.003, -0.005)  (-0.003, -0.005)	(-0.003, -0.005)   (-0.003, -0.005)
O1-H2			   (-0.004, -0.004)  (-0.004, -0.004 )	  	      (-0.004, -0.004)   (-0.004, -0.004)
                      O13-H14	(0.010, -0.013)   (0.010, -0.013)	(0.010, -0.013)    (0.010, -0.013)
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Figure 3. The variation of the bond-path length (BPL) and BCP-NCP separation distance with ‘chained’ intrinsic reaction coordinate are presented in the upper and lower plots respectively in sub-figure (a). The variation of the BPL and the eigenvector following path length H for the O-H bonding (left panel), hydrogen bonding (right panel) in sub-figures (b) and (c) respectively, see the caption of Figure 1 for further details.
4.2 Following the (H2O)5 permutation isomerization with QTAIM and stress tensor vector-based properties

In this section we will examine a directional measure to follow the (H2O)5 flip isomerization and to distinguish the two sides of the asymmetric path between the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation-inversion isomers in the form of the associated e1 and e2 eigenvector properties using the stress tensor trajectories, Tσ(s), see Figure 4, an explanation of the Tσ(s) is provided in the Supplementary Materials S1. The Tσ(s) corresponding to the separate ‘r’ and ‘f’ are provided in the Supplementary Materials S7. We present the response of the Tσ(s) of the (H2O)5 ring shared-shell O-H BCPs to the external torsion of the H6-O4-H5 water molecule, see Figure 5. 
The Tσ(s) of the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation isomers are constructed from the series of external counter clockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) torsions of the H6-O4-H5 water molecule corresponding to the ‘r’ (reverse) and ‘f’ (forward) sections of the IRC reaction path, see Scheme 1. The intermediate steps, i.e. all structures except for those that correspond to the ‘r’ and ‘f’ end-of-path energy minima, will be referred to as the rotational isomers. The Tσ(s) forms a set of curves in Uσ-space with a varying degree of linearity, the degree of which is quantified by the separation (DT) in Uσ-space of the start and end of the Tσ(s) that correspond respectively to the transition state and the ‘r’ or ‘f’ permutation isomers. The directions of torsion of the Tσ(s): CCW (r) and CW (f) may not coincide with the Cartesian CW and CCW directions of torsion θ of the H6-O4-H5 water molecule. 
The stress tensor trajectories, Tσ(s), are vector quantities constructed from the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation isomers. It was observed that both the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation and rotational isomers are unique for all of the shared-shell O-H BCPs and closed-shell H--O BCPs. This is explained by the occupation by the Tσ(s) of separate regions of the stress tensor trajectory space, Uσ, see Figure 4. The Tσ(s) are non-overlapping, including the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation isomers corresponding to the energy minimum, due to the lifting of the degeneracy with respect to the e3σ eigenvectors. The lifting of the degeneracy of the Tσ(s) is visible as the separation parallel to the (e3σ∙dr) axis, e.g., for the ends of the Tσ(s) corresponding to the shared-shell O-H BCPs and closed-shell H--O BCPs, see Figure 4(a) and Figure 4(b) respectively. The degeneracy of the Tσ(s) is lifted due to the mapping from each ±dr shift vector in real space to a point in Uσ-space. 



















Figure 4. The stress tensor trajectories Tσ(s) corresponding to the forward (f) and reverse (r) directions corresponding to the O-H bonding and hydrogen bonding are presented in the left and right panels respectively, see Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 for the atomic number scheme as well as the theory section 2.2.


The trajectories Tσ(s) for the non-ring shared-shell O-H BCPs (indicated by the orange Tσ(s)) tend to be more linear than the Tσ(s) corresponding to the (H2O)5 ring shared-shell O-H BCPs, see Figure 5((b-e). 
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Figure 5. The stress tensor trajectories Tσ(s) corresponding to the forward (f) and reverse (r) directions corresponding to the O-H bonding and neighbor bonding are presented in the left and right panels respectively of sub-figure (a)-(e) with the Tσ(s) of the non-ring shared-shell O-H BCPs presented with orange plot lines, see Scheme 1 and Scheme 2 for the atomic number scheme as well as the theory section 2.2.

The magnitude of the Tσ(s) of the (H2O)5 ring shared-shell O-H BCPs decreases for the four water molecules that respond to the torsion of the H6-O4-H5 but remains non-negligible. Similarly, the degree of circular character of the trajectories of the (H2O)5 ring shared-shell O-H BCPs also decreases. The stress tensor trajectory Tσ(s) lengths in Uσ-space (Lσ) and real space lengths l are significantly greater for all the BCPs of (H2O)5 for the ‘f’ compared with the ‘r’ permutation and rotational isomers, see Table 3. The separation of the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation isomers at the transition state in Uσ-space is quantified by DTSσ, that is largest for the Tσ(s) corresponding to the externally rotated H6-O4 BCP bond-path, see Table 3. 
Table 2. The maximum projections {(e1σ∙dr)max, (e2σ∙dr)max, (e3σ∙dr)max} in the stress tensor eigenvector projection space Uσ for the O-H bonding in reverse (r) and forward (f) directions. The length DT is the separation distance of end point to start point of the Tσ(s). All distances are stated in a.u. and have been multiplied by a factor of 1000.

	BCP	                          r		                DT                                                         f		                DT
H5--O10		{2.794, 1.148, 2.822}		2.423		H5--O10		{2.720, 1.605, 3.570}		2.329
H11--O7		{0.955, 1.304, 1.859}		1.879		H11--O7		{1.970, 2.606, 2.223}		1.181
H8--O1		{1.293, 1.952, 0.363}		2.064		H8--O1		{3.640, 3.095, 0.547}		2.205
H3--O13		{1.463, 1.607, 1.433}		1.958		H3--O13		{3.264, 2.940, 3.172}		3.439
H15--O4		{2.962, 1.980, 0.624} 		3.960		H15--O4		{2.760, 2.140, 0.555}		1.765

BCP (H2O)5 ring
O4-H5		{3.003, 3.840, 2.657}		3.407		O4-H5		{5.750, 3.560, 3.988}		2.921
O10-H11		{2.465, 2.492, 1.675}		3.032		O10-H11		{4.860, 5.100, 1.981}		4.576
O7-H8		{2.690, 1.153, 0.345}		2.718		O7-H8		{3.988, 3.527, 0.849}		3.537
O1-H3		{0.913, 1.237, 1.511}		1.793		O1-H3		{0.711, 2.131, 3.160}		1.975
O13-H15		{1.698, 3.213, 2.615}		4.007		O13-H15		{5.639, 5.650, 3.872}		5.805
    	
    BCP non-ring                                                                                                                                                 
O4-H6		{28.02, 6.940, 15.66}		24.62		O4-H6		{29.87, 1.819, 11.97}		26.21                                                                 
O10-H12		{7.270, 4.058, 9.800}		4.695		O10-H12		{3.430, 1.155, 3.614}		12.21
O7-H9		{8.360, 0.791, 3.552}		3.927		O7-H9		{3.554, 0.768, 1.836}		8.349
O1-H2		{3.059, 3.460, 0.816}		3.882		O1-H2		{3.755, 1.237, 0.718}		2.466




Table 3. The stress tensor trajectory Tσ(s) lengths corresponding to the Uσ-space lengths Lσ and real space lengths l in au for the (r,f) directions respectively. The length DTSσ is the separation in Uσ-space corresponding to the transition state (TS) of Tσ(s) of the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation isomers, see the caption of Table 2 for further details.

     BCP                          Lσ                        DTSσ              	    BCP                     l
     H5--O10          (0.007, 0.010)            0.002          	H5--O10       (0.120, 0.125)
     H11--O7          (0.003, 0.007)            0.001           	H11--O7       (0.074, 0.089)
     H8--O1           (0.003, 0.008)             0.000           	H8--O1         (0.066, 0.133)
     H3--O13          (0.004, 0.009)            0.001           	H3--O13       (0.089, 0.154)             
     H15--O4          (0.007, 0.016)            0.005           	H15--O4       (0.124, 0.169)            

     BCP (H2O)5 ring
     O4-H5            (0.009, 0.015)            0.001           	O4-H5           (0.151, 0.202)
     O10-H11        (0.005, 0.012)             0.002           	O10-H11       (0.108, 0.198)            
     O7-H8            (0.004, 0.008)            0.000            	O7-H8           (0.081, 0.186)
     O1-H3            (0.004, 0.007)            0.001           	O1-H3           (0.067, 0.114)
     O13-H15        (0.007, 0.017)            0.007                                         O13-H15       (0.140, 0.199)

     BCP non-ring
     O4-H6            (0.043, 0.051)            0.061          	 O4-H6           (0.806, 1.197)
     O10-H12        (0.010, 0.017)            0.005          	 O10-H12        (0.150, 0.584)
     O7-H9            (0.005, 0.011)            0.002          	 O7-H9            (0.122, 0.300)
     O1-H2            (0.005, 0.008)            0.002          	 O1-H2            (0.063, 0.157)





In this investigation of the flip rearrangement of (H2O)5 we determined the response of all of the water molecules to the flip of molecule H6-O4-H5 using both conventional QTAIM and next generation QTAIM. 
With conventional QTAIM we present the following scalar measures: the local total energy density H(rb), stress eigenvalue tensor λ3σ and the ellipticity ε, the separation of the O NCP and O-H/H--O BCP, bond-path length (BPL), GBA I (bond angle in terms of the nuclear attractors) and the eigenvector-following path lengths (∆H, ∆H’), (∆H,∆H*’). The continuity of these scalar values was investigated by constructing plots from continuous chains of either the shared-shell O-H BCPs or the closed-shell H--O BCPs in the order they appear in the (H2O)5 ring. The stress tensor eigenvalue λ3σ was more unreliable in such plots for closed-shell BCPs than shared-shell BCPs due to the greater mismatches caused by the stress tensor being obtained within the QTAIM partitioning. All of the QTAIM scalar measures however, demonstrated better continuity of values than the dihedral angle, a purely geometric measure, particularly for the largest component, involving the externally rotated H6-O4-H5 molecule. Evidence for the reasons for the smooth continuity of the QTAIM values could be provided by the presence of BCP sliding as measured by the separation of the O NCP and O-H/H--O BCP which is correlated with the presence of the variation in the GBA I of the shared-shell O-H BCP.
We determined that due to the symmetry breaking evident in the asymmetric energy profile, which we can quantify using the vector-based measures, the two sides of the path can be distinguished, unlike the case for the S and R stereo-isomers of lactic acid. We cannot, however, use any of the scalar measures to distinguish the two sides of the path.
Using next generation QTAIM we constructed the stress tensor trajectories Tσ(s) and in doing so revealed additional sources of symmetry breaking, since the construction of the Tσ(s) involved the mapping of the BCP shifts ±dr step in Cartesian space to a point in Uσ-space. 
This analysis then enables the construction of the Tσ(s) that are unique for ‘r’ and ‘f’ for all points in the IRC including the transition state. We also quantified the response of the external torsion of the H6-O4-H5 water molecule on all of the bonding in terms of the lengths of the Tσ(s) in Uσ-space (Lσ) and real space (l) as well as the separation (DT) of the start and end of the Tσ(s). The separation of the ‘r’ and ‘f’ permutation isomers at the transition state in Uσ-space was quantified by DTSσ that was largest for the Tσ(s) , corresponding to the externally rotated H6-O4 BCP bond-path.
We found that the circular character of the trajectory Tσ(s) was more evident in the (H2O)5 ring shared-shell O-H BCPs for the ‘f’ permutation isomer compared with the ‘r’ permutation isomer. For all BCPs of the (H2O)5 molecular graph the corresponding Lσ and l were longer for the ‘f’ compared with the ‘r’ permutations isomers. The maximum projections (e1σ∙dr)max, the most facile direction in Uσ-space, are larger for the ‘f’ isomer for both the O4-H5 BCP and O4-H6 BCP, that constitute the externally rotated molecule, than for the ‘r’ isomer. Conversely, (e2σ∙dr)max, the largest directional component in Uσ-space, is larger for the ‘r’ direction for both the O4-H5 BCP and O4-H6 BCP, than for the ‘f’ isomer. 
Therefore on the basis of the Lσ, l lengths and the (e1σ∙dr)max and (e2σ∙dr)max values and the increased preservation of the circular character of the Tσ(s) we have demonstrated that the clockwise and counter-clockwise directions of the flip rearrangement are the most and least facile, respectively, with respect to charge density accumulation. In addition, using the vector-based Tσ(s) we can distinguish the isomers at the transition state and therefore quantify the asymmetry of the two sides of the flip rearrangement pathway. 
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